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ABSTRACT 

Notions that individuals self-evidently have or that they should be granted property rights in their personal data 

hav e be e n in  t he  ai r since the c once pt f ir st  c ame  to be l i nke d with i de as of c ontrol and f ree dom as oppose d to  simply  

prote ction f rom inte rf ere nce. How e ve r, t he i de a of prope rt ise d personal data c ome s wi th v ar ious c ompl ic at ions that  

ste m f rom the c om modif ic at ion of f act s as we ll t he l ac k of ack now le dge me nt t o t he source of pr iv ac y in i nalie nable  

entit le me nt s li nke d to i nviolate pe rsonalit y. In c ri tic ally analys ing the c ase for proper ty r ight s i n pe rsonal data, t hi s  

article i nqui res into alternative cate gories within w hic h the data protection right s can be place d, focus ing partic ularly  

on C alabres i and Me lame d’s  se minal t hree -w ay dis ti nc tion betwe e n prope rty, li abi lit y and inali e nabil ity originall y  

proposed using transaction cost analysis. The article considers some relevant developments regarding this  

cate gori sation as w ell as cr itic ism of t he  mark et paradigm it  e nge nders, be fore turning to t he  q ue stion of pe rsonal  

data. He re, seve ral c onsiderations both, f or and agains t prope rt isation are re c ounte d, i ncluding c once rns re garding  

gov ernme nt c ontrol, solutions through te c hnologic al i nte rme diation, and the manne r in w hic h indiv idual c ont rol c an  

prev e nt k nowle dge production  through the aggre gation  of use ful dataset s. Some addi ti onal  argume nts agains t  

prope rti sat ion relate d to i nde te rminacy,  i nformation asy mme try and inalie nabili ty are  al so forw arde d. Us ing these  

normativ e and de sc riptiv e fi ndings, t he rul es of mode rn data protect ion law (base d on the Europe an c onse nsus) are  

examined to assess the forms of entitlements employed. The analysis suggests that the urge to resort to easy and 

absolut e c ate gori sat ions shou ld be acti vel y av oide d and that data protect ion rul es should be tre ate d as a hy brid, sui  

generis category combining aspects of property, liability and inalienability simultaneously. 
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I.INTRO DU CTI ON : HOW “PERSONAL” IS “PERSONAL DATA”? 

The discourse around privacy law has had a long and storied tradition of flirting with the 

conception of personal data as the property of the person to whom it pertains (“identified 

person”).1 The notion has many attractions, with the foremost reason being the desire to create 

social acceptability regarding a person’s legal rights in their personal data. In India, the debate 

has gained prominence quite late in the day. In 2018, the Justice Srikrishna Committee of 

Experts on a Data Protection Framework for India released a draft Personal Data Protection Bill 

(“Srik rishn a  Draf t Bill” ) tha t charac te rised  the  re la tion sh ip  b e tween  an  iden tif ied  pe rso n  and  th e  

entities p rocessin g th e ir p ersona l da ta as a  “f iduc iary”  one .2  Critic ism emerged th a t th e draft law  

had not made clear who “owned” the data and argued that clarifying this point was essential to 

setting the terms to any further debate on the subject.3 Nonetheless, the formulation and lack of 

clarification on the ownership continues in the Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019, tabled in 

Parliament (“2019 Bill”).4The debate as to whether “property” is an appropriate way of 

describing a person’s rights in their personal data is important: while it is easy to simply dismiss 

the question as one of semantics or rhetoric, a number of important outcomes hinge on the 

question. One issue certainly does revolve around notions of rhetoric and the persuasion of 

public opinion. This has to do with the esteem granted to “property” in popular imagination as a 

concept that suggests a great degree of control on the part of the identified person.5 The issue 

runs deeper, however, into detailed notions regarding how exactly the law is supposed to deal 

with personal data and how it is to structure legal protections granted to the identified person. 

Some of the oldest arguments in favour of legal recognition of informational privacy rooted the 

idea in “inviolate personality” and explicitly called for the recognition of new protections due to 

 

 

1 “There is some difference in legal terminology in references to this “person”. Particularly, a  choice between the 
terms “data  subject” and “data fiduciary” can be considered to presuppose answers to the questions that this article 
seeks to pursue. As a result, the term “identified person” shall be used and it is hoped that this also lends itself to 
accessibility on the part of readers.” 

2 Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology, Draft Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018, 
https://www.meity.gov.in/write rea dda ta/files/Pe rsona l_ Da ta _Protec t ion_ Bill,2018.pdf 

3  Ra jeev Dubey, Srikrishna report: Too weak , too lenient and devoid of new ideas; accept TRAI report on data protection , 
BUS INESS   TODA Y,   Ju ly   29,   2018 ,   https://www.bu sinesstoda y.in/op in ion/busine ss-wise/srik rish na -repo rt -da ta - 
pro tect ion -la w-t ra i-reco mmen da tio ns/story/280757.htm l;  The  Wire  Ana lysis,  The  Go o d ,  Ba d  and  Ug ly  on  India's  
Te mp late fo r Ho w Your Data  Will be Pr otected, THE  WIRE , Ju ly 28 , 2018 , https://thewire .in/tech/ind ia -temp la te -da ta - 
protection-d ra ft-bill;  see  a lso, Arghya  Sengupta , Why  the Srik rishna Committee  Rejected Ownership  of Data  in  Favour of  
Fiducia ry Duty , THE  W IRE , Au g  2 , 2018  https://thewire .in/tech/why-the-srik rishna -c omm it tee -rejecte d-o wne rsh ip-  
of-da ta -in-fa vour-of-f iduc ia ry -duty . 

4  Persona l  Da ta   Protection  Bill,  Bill  No.  373  of  2019,  http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asint roduced - 
/373_2019_LS_Eng.pdf. 
5 La wrence Lessig, Privacy as Property 69(1) SOC. RES .: AN INT’L Q. OF SOC. SCI. 247, (2002); LAWR E NC E LESSIG 

ET AL., CODE: AND OTHER LAWS OF CYBERSPACE, VERSION 2.0 229, (2nd ed., 2006). 

http://www.meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Personal_Data_Protection_Bill%2C2018.pdf
http://www.businesstoday.in/opinion/business-wise/srikrishna-report-data-
http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced-
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the inadequacy of physical property regimes.6 Other initial and equally seminal proposals have 

been clear that the matter should be made one of property.7 No doubt, the debate regarding how 

to structure the regulation of personal data must answer questions regarding whether the 

identified individual is simply to be protected by the state or is to actually have some measure of 

control over the said data so that they can also act to protect themselves and enjoy the fruits of 

such control. 

On the other hand, this raises many concerns regarding whether this would “commodify” 

personal data and make it entirely open to trade in markets. In the current structure of the digital 

economy, the prevalence of free digital content and services means that unregulated personal 

data is widely used as a form of payment for such content and services. This has led, in Europe 

at least, to proposals regarding the treatment of personal data as “counter-performance”8 and 

debate regarding the appropriateness of this allowance.9 The status of personal data as property 

could also create complications in relation to the basis for determining the constitutionality of 

data p ro tec tio n’s speech restric tions. In te llec tua l p roperty pro tec tion s certain ly seem to  ward off  

scrutiny for potentially violating the right to free speech and expression by differentiating ideas 

from expressions. How would this be reconciled when it comes to the apparent status of 

personal data as “facts”?10 

This article takes some modest steps to bring order to an already muddled debate. To facilitate 

this, the section that immediately follows provides some conceptual clarity on the appropriate 

means by which to categorise different kinds of legal entitlements and how “property” features 

within this framework. The third section then considers the argument in favour of propertising 

personal data as well as some of the criticisms levelled against this idea. The fourth section then 

proceeds to analyse the appropriate classification of the different rules within the model of  

modern data protection law that has seen the most consensus. It argues that the system should 

 

6 Sa muel D. Wa rren & Louis D. Bra ndeis, The Right to Privacy, 4(5) HARV. L. REV. 193, 195, 198-99, 205 (1890). 

7 ALAN F. WESTIN, PRIVAC Y AND FREEDO M , 324 (Atheneum Press, 1967). 
8 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on certain aspects concerning contracts 
for the supply of digital content, COM (2015) 634 final, 2015/0287 (COD). 

9  Alex Metz ger, Data as Counter-Performance : What Rights and Dutie s do Parties Have? 8(1 ) J. I NTE LL . P R OP ., I NF O. 
TE C H. A N D E-CO M M . L., 2 - 8  (2017 );  Eu ropea n Da ta  Protec t ion  Supe rv isor, Op inion  4/2017  on  the  Proposa l  fo r a  
Directive on certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content, Ma r. 14, 2017 “(the proposa l wa s given effect in  
modified form as Directive (EU) 2019/770 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2019 on 
certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content and digital services). 

1 0  Richa rd  H . Jone s, The  Myth  of  th e Idea /Exp re ssion  Dichoto my  in  Copy right  La w, 10 (3 ) P AC E  L. R E V. 551 (1990 );  
Eugene Volokh, Freedom of Speech and Information Privacy: The Troubling Implications of a Right to Stop People From Speaking  
About You , 52 S T AN. L. R E V. 1049, (2000); Eugene Vo lokh, Freedo m of Speech and Intellectual Property: Some Thoughts 
After ‘Eldred, 44 Liquormart, and Bartnick’i, 40(3) H OUS . L. RE V. 697, (2003); Ne il M . Richa rds, Reconciling Data Privacy 
and the First Amendment, 52 UCLA L. REV. 1149, 1158-59 (2005). 
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appro priate ly  be  trea ted  as a su i gen eris hyb rid  of prev iously men tioned  ca tego risa tion s and  tha t  

this is as it should be. The final section concludes. 

II. PROPERTY, LIABILITY AND INALIENABILITY: A CONFUSION OF CATEGORIES 

A. Legal Notions of Property 

Many legal categories and concepts are notoriously slippery. This has indeed been true of the  

concept of “privacy”.11 We are concerned here only with informational privacy, of course, and 

while that may reduce some of the indeterminacy in the meaning of the subject, it certainly does 

not answer the key question animating the present inquiry: does one appropriately regulate for 

informational privacy by creating property rights in personal data? At its core, this question is  

more normative than descriptive. It does not presume the existence of some rules, which it then 

seeks to fit into particular legal categories, but instead seeks to find the right categories and then 

develop rules in their mould. To this end, an initial conceptual question must nonetheless be  

answered: what is property and what are the rival categories to “property” from which we must 

choose? 

Black’s Law Dictionary defines the term to mean “the right to possess, use, and enjoy a 

determinate thing (either a tract of land or a chattel)” or “any external thing over which the  

rights of possession, use, and enjoyment are exercised,”12 thus referring to the term as both the 

right as well as the thing to which the right pertains. It also quotes an illuminating passage from 

Salmond:13 

“In its widest sense, property includes all a person’s legal rights, of whatever 

desc rip tion . A man's p rop erty  is a ll tha t is h is in law. Th is usage , ho wever, is ob so le te  

at the present day, though it is common enough in the older books. In a second and 

narrower sense, property includes not all a person's rights, but only his proprietary as 

opposed to his personal rights. The former constitutes his estate or property, while 

the latter constitute his status or personal condition. In this sense a man's land, 

chattels, shares, and the debts due to him are his property; but not his life or liberty 

or reputation. In a third application, which is that adopted [here], the term includes 

not even all proprietary rights, but only those which are both proprietary and in rem. 

The law of property is the law of proprietary rights in rem, the law of proprietary 

 
 

11 Da niel J. Solove, Conceptualizing Privacy, 90(4) CALIF . L. REV. 1087, 1088 (2002). 

12 Property, BLAC K ’S LAW DICT ION A R Y 1335-36 (Brya n A. Ga rner ed., 9 th ed., 2009). 
13 JOHN SALM O N D, JURISP R U DE N C E 423-24 (Gla nville L. Willia m s ed., 10th ed. 1947). 
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righ ts in pe rsonam be in g d istin gu ished  fro m it a s the  law of ob liga tion s. Accord in g to  

this usage a freehold or leasehold estate in land, or a patent or copyright, is property; 

but a debt or the benefit of a contract is not.” 

 

Readers may mark, especially, the distinctions between property rights, contractual rights, and 

rights that Salmond refers to as “personal rights” related to “status or personal condition”. 

A three-judge bench of the Supreme Court of India, in Vikas Sales Corporation, considered the 

meaning of “property” in detail in having to determine whether the concept covered such 

intangible assets as replenishment licenses and exim scrips under the then prevailing export- 

import policy. The bench quoted a definition from an older edition of Black’s Law Dictionary as 

defining “property” to be a concept that extends:14 

“…to every species of valuable right and interest. More specifically, ownership; the 

unrestricted and exclusive right to a thing; the right to dispose of a thing in every 

legal way, to possess it, to use it, and to exclude everyone else from interfering with 

it. That dominion or indefinite right of use or disposition which one may lawfully 

exercise over particular things or subjects. The exclusive right of possessing, 

enjoying, and disposing of a thing.…” 

It should be noted, however, that even with these definitions regarding the bundle of rights 

usually included within the term “property”, the Court nonetheless particularly fixed upon a  

specific characteristic in one of the definitions it surveyed: the notion that “property” signified 

“things and rights considered as having a money value, especially with reference to transfer or 

succession”.15 Finally, in determining that the relevant licenses were “property”, the Court 

reasoned:16 

“The above provisions do establish that R.E.P. licenses have their own value. They 

are bought and sold as such. The original licence or the purchaser is not bound to 

import the goods permissible thereunder. He can simply sell it to another and that 

another to yet another person. In other words, these licenses/Exim Scrips have an 

inherent value of their own and are traded as such.” 

Without further comment here, the attention of readers may only be drawn to the fact that, in 

this particular instance of judicial reasoning, two characteristics of a thing were treated as 

determinative of its being “property”: monetary value and tradability. This will prove of interest 

 

14 Vika s Sa les Corpora tion v. Commissione r of Commercia l Ta xes, (1996) 4 SCC 433, a t pa ra . 23. 
15 Id a t pa ra . 25-26 - quoting JOWIT T ’S DICT IO N A R Y OF ENGL IS H LAW, VOL UM E -I (Sweet & Ma xwell Ltd., 1977). 

16 Id., a t pa ra . 33. 
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in the analysis that follows. 

B. Property, Liability and Inaliena bility 

In our attempt to arrive at the appropriate classification of rights related to personal data, a 

particularly useful tool may be found in the sheer explanatory power of the categorisation of 

entitlemen ts deve loped by  Calab resi and  Melamed. I n the ir semina l 1 972 Harvard  La w Rev iew  

article, they consider how legal systems set legal entitlements between parties with conflicting 

interests and when they chose to set property rules, liability rules and inalienability regimes. 17 

They  desc ribe  “p roperty”  ru les as ru les in wh ich th e lega l system assigns an  in itia l en titlemen t in  

favour of a particular person and then allows for the removal of that entitlement only through a 

tran sac tion  to  wh ich  the  p roperty ’s o wn er mu st co nsent. Cruc ia lly, the va lue  tha t must be  pa id  to  

remove the entitlement from the initial owner is something that is entirely within the choice of 

said owner. On the other hand, when it comes to “liability” rules, the legal system goes a step 

further: it not only assigns the entitlement to a particular person but, by setting out the extent of 

liability of any infringer of the entitlement, it also objectively determines how much needs to be 

paid by the person who is removing or destroying that entitlement. Here, the legal rule 

represents a collective determination regarding the value of the entitlement rather than allowing 

for the dominance of the subjective evaluation of the owner. Finally, they consider an 

entitlement to be “inalienable” when the legal system prohibits transfers even between perfectly 

willing buyers and sellers. Inalienability regimes determine who has the entitlement and the 

compensation that needs to be paid if the entitlement is damaged or destroyed, but beyond this, 

it a lso limits th e en titlemen t itse lf by  no t consid erin g the  ab ility to  transfe r the en titlemen t as pa rt  

of the entitlement.18 

Calabresi and Melamed’s categorisation was animated by the confusion created by prevailing 

lega l ca tego risa tion s, su ch as the trea tmen t of certa in k ind s of righ ts against nu isance  as p rop erty  

rights. It should be apparent that where the law does not allow for a court injunction preventing 

someone from causing nuisance but instead allows only for compensation, the entitlement 

involved is not so much a property right as it is a liability rule: it allows for the owner’s  

enjoy men t of he r p rop erty to be curta iled by the  c rea tor of nu isan ce fo r a lega lly d ete rmined  cost  

in stead  of  a  price  de termined  by  th e  o wn er h e rse lf .1 9  Bu t isn ’t soc ie ty  be tte r off if  an  in itia l o wn er  

only gives up their entitlement when they are paid their price by a buyer who values it more? 

 

17 Guido Ca la bresi a nd A. Dougla s Mela med, Property Rules, Liability Rules, and Inalienability: One View of the Cathedral , 
85(6) HARV. L. REV. 1089 (1972). 

18 Id., a t 1092-93. 

19 Id., a t 1105-06. 
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That way, they receive compensation as per their valuation and the person who would enjoy the 

entitlement (or its converse) more gets their way as well. Why should the law allow any 

entitlement to be destroyed without the consent of the person holding it? 

Now here we come to the real normative proposition regarding choice between property and 

liability rules. Calabresi and Melamed use standard tools of economic analysis to argue that 

property rules are to be foregone in favour of liability rules where the transfer of the entitlement 

is valuable to society but the “transaction costs” are so high that it would be highly unlikely that 

any transac tion ever takes p lace. No w, tran sac tion  co sts in c lude a ll the costs invo lved in ge ttin g a  

transaction to happen or the costs that may have to be borne if voluntary transactions were to be 

made the only way to allow for transfers. These include costs that would have to be borne by 

soc ie ty  if ind iv idua ls se lf ish ly ho ld  ou t on  se llin g the ir pro perty fo r soc ia lly  useful pu rposes even  

wh en  offered a  seemin gly  fa ir p rice. 2 0  To  p refe r a  liab ility  ru le  to  a  p roperty  ru le , it isn ’t n ecessary  

to establish that worthwhile transactions are impossible, only that making them happen is so 

costly that it’s better to set an objective, collectiv e ly-d e te rmined price in the form of liability . 

This analysis also provides a succinct reason for choosing an inalienability regime: if it is too  

costly to pay for the damage caused by certain kinds of transactions or if the cost incurred by  

other persons “does not lend itself to an acceptable objective measurement”, it is best to 

proh ib it them a lto ge ther.  Sellin g onese lf  in to slav ery  o r se llin g on e’s organs  fea tu re  as examp les  

of transactions and transfers that can come to be entirely prohibited, even when the parties  

immediately involved are willing to go ahead with it. It may also be stretched to refer to the 

invalidity of transactions when inebriated.21 

C. Modifications and Criticisms 

The Calabresi-Melamed formulation has, over the years, given rise to a deluge of academic 

discussion and this may not be adequately represented here. Some contributions may be 

highlighted to further the analysis that comes after. One important point of departure is the 

emphasis placed by some scholars that the mere appearance of “transaction costs” should not be 

enou gh to switch fro m p roperty to  liab ility ru les. Th is is pa rticu larly  so  because ev en if it may be  

difficult for negotiating parties to arrive at a fair resolution regarding the appropriate value of an 

entitlement, a judge may have even higher costs at arriving at a decision on the appropriate 

amount to impose as liability. This would mean that the transaction costs could easily be lower 

 
 
 

20 Id., a t 1107. 

21 Id., a t 1111-13. 
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than the “assessmen t costs” of liability-imposin g courts.22 

An other insigh t c ru c ia l for the  p resen t ana ly sis is  th e  v iew tha t liab ility ru les a re  essen tia lly  p artia l  

property rules or ‘divided’ entitlements: while property rights protect interest in a thing 

abso lu te ly, a liab ility ru le  can  p ro tec t tha t in te rest pa rtia lly  o r c ircu mstan tia lly wh ile  a llo win g for  

liability-based transfers when the relevant circumstances do not hold. Thus, while one may  

ordinarily have the absolute right to be free from bodily injury, one may lose that absolute right 

when someone accidentally injures us, triggering a liability rule. As Ayres and Talley argue,  

dividing a legal entitlement between rivalrous users can discourage them from behaving 

strategically  (e.g. misrepresen tin g reserva tion  p rices du rin g b arga in in g) and  encou rage  them to  

bargain forthrightly:23 

“Owners of divided, or “Solomonic,” entitlements must bargain more forthrightly 

than o wners of und iv ided en titlemen ts, becau se the en titlemen t d iv ision obscures th e  

titular boundary between “buyer” and “seller.” This strategic “identity crisis” can 

stron gly mitiga te  each p arty' s in cen tive  to  misrep resen t he r resp ec tive  v alua tion ; each  

party  mu st b a lance coun te rva ilin g in te rests in  sh ad in g up  her v a lua tion , as one  wo u ld  

qua seller, and shading down her valuation, as one would qua buyer. This form of 

rational ambivalence, we argue, can lead the bargainers to represent their valuations 

more truthfully.” 

This favours liability regimes as the division of entitlements created by such regimes facilitates 

forthright behaviour and better coordination. Similarly, some scholars have sought to rebut the 

argument that high ‘assessment costs’ borne by courts favour the creation of property regimes. 

While it might seem intuitive that the law should favour a property regime where the state  

cannot easily estimate ‘harm’ for the purposes of liability, this argument overlooks the fact that 

estimations regarding harm and regarding the cost of preventing harm would nonetheless have 

to be assessed at the initial stage when deciding how to assign property rights. Kaplow and  

Shav e ll po in t ou t th is oversigh t and furthe r a rgue  tha t, liab ility  ru les tend to  revea l the ac tua l cost  

of preventing harm over time and that liability imposed on the basis of average estimates of  

harm makes for a superior rule to property.24 

General criticism of the economic paradigm underlying the Calabresi-Melamed classifica tion is 
 

22 Ja mes E. Krier a nd Stewa rt J. Schwa b, Property Rules and Liability Rules: The Cathedral in Another Light , 70(2) N.Y.U. 
L. REV. 440 (1995). 

23 Ia n Ayres a nd Eric Ta lley, Solomonic Bargaining: Dividing a Legal Entitlement to Facilitate Coasean Trade, 104 YALE L.J. 
1027 (1995). 

24 Louis Ka plow a nd Steven Sha vell, Property Rules versus Liability Rules: An Economic Analysis, 109(4) HARV. L. REV. 
713, 725-730 (1996). 
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also of vital interest here. For instance, Schroeder argues that the classification confuses the 

definition of rights with the means of their enforcement.25 Indeed, the paradigm does seem to 

focus less on the identity of the holder of the entitlement or the object of the entitlement for the 

hold er, and  fixa tes in stead o n th e remed ies ava ilab le to  p reven t tran sfe r and con tinue  po ssession .  

One may well argue that the normative criterion of Pareto optimality is the reason for this 

fixation: the default understanding is that things have to be transferred to the person valuing it 

most for society to be better off. The pro-transfer bias appears strong enough that “damages for 

prio r ha rms” are conf la ted with  “a p urchase p rice for invo lun ta ry  sa les” .2 6 Bu t in te rference  with a  

legal right is not a taking or transfer of the legal right which may well be meant to legally vest in 

the  o rigina l righ t ho lder.2 7  Th e a rgu men t fu rthe r run s th a t the  limited and co llec tiv e ly -de te rmined  

“price” of a liability rule does not imply that a tortfeasor has something like a “call option” on 

the entitlement of a tort victim. In this view, legal rules are not followed just because of the fear 

of punishment but because of a belief in the rule of law. There is something pernicious about 

su ggestin g th a t to rtfeasors can “buy”  the righ ts of to rt v ic tims just because they  a re  on ly requ ired  

to pay damages. Nance instead suggests that rules operate not just at the time of enforcement 

but at all intermediate stages where individuals look to the rules for “guidance” regarding 

appropriate conduct.28 

A final issue with the property-liability-inalienability triad is important: this is the question of 

ina lienab ility , the  th ird and  least d iscu ssed ca tego ry . Sch ro eder a rgu es tha t th is ca tego ry seems to  

fit badly with property and liability because of the bias of economic analysis towards 

monetisation and alienation.29 But she argues that this ill fit is only because of the incorrect 

premise  of th e Ca lab resi-Melamed  c lassifica tion : the  legal concep ts a re  mean t no t on ly  to c la rify  

remedies at the time of potential transfer, but they serve to define and limit the rights as a 

wh ole.3 0 In th is concep tio n, pro perty an d liab ility coex ist in stead  of be in g a lte rna tes and to ge ther,  

they define entitlements implicitly while inalienability defines them explicitly.31 

On a similar yet different note, Radin points out that Calabresi and Melamed impoverish 

discourse on inalienability by collapsing the different forms of inalienability related to transfer 
 

25 Jea nne L. Schroeder, Three’s a Crowd: A Feminist Critique of Calabresi and Melamed’s One View of the Ca thedra l, 84(2) 
CORNELL L. REV. 394 (1999). 

26 Jules L. Colema n & Jody Kra us, Rethinking the Theory of Legal Rights, 95(7) YALE L.J. 1335, 1356-64 (1986). 

27 Schroeder, supra note 25, a t 429. 

28 Da le A. Na nce, Guidance Rules and Enforcement Rules: A Better View of the Cathedral, 83(5) VA. L. REV. 837, 842-60 
(1997). 

29 Schroeder, supra note .25, 417-20. 

30 Schroeder, supra n.25, a t 436, referring to the a rguments of Ayres a nd Ta lley, supra note 23. 

31 Schroeder, supra note.25, a t 428-29. 
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and lo ss of con tro l into a  form of non -sa leab ility (wh ich  she ca lls “mark e t-in a lienab ility ”) re la ted  

only to transfer through sale.32 She argues persuasively that while market rhetoric can appear to 

come to the same conclusions that she does on the question of inalienability, there are problems 

with engaging in universal commodification of all things and justifying inalienability only in 

terms of the economic efficiency it promotes (problems, for example, with the economic 

argument that rape is problematic only because it is difficult to measure its cost for the victim). 

Thus, she argues tha t wh ile un iversa l co mmod if ica tion may on ly seem like a matter of rh e to ric, it  

is pernicious because: (1) it would promote risky decision-making or the serious risk of error in 

judgment on the part of imperfect practitioners, (2) it would cause serious injury to 

“personhood”, for example by treating interests bodily integrity as fungible, and (3) it would 

change the texture of human interactions and values.33 

Both the initial description of the Calabresi-Melamed classification as well as the discussion on 

its shortcomings will prove useful in our analysis of personal data and its appropriate 

characterisation. We must first consider, however, the proposal on propertisation. 

III. THE IDEA OF PROPERTISED PERSONAL DATA 

A. The Market for Privacy 

The idea of treating personal data as property emerges directly from the human interests that 

informational privacy seeks to satisfy. The desire for “control” over information is a popular 

conception of informational privacy rights. “Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups, or 

institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them 

is communicated to others.”34 As discussed earlier, these conceptions of control appear facially 

identical to the rhetorical notion of property as a right where the owner has an absolute legal 

entitlement to take decisions regarding the use and disposal of the owned thing. Unsurprisingly, 

the turn of the millennium saw a host of proposals that personal data should be treated as 

property. 

More modest proposals couched themselves in terms of contractual “default rules” or rules that 

auto matica lly  app ly in  con trac tu a l tran sactions  un less  spec if ica lly  nego tia ted  a round  a t th e time  

of setting the terms.35 In an early contribution on this point, Richard Murphy rebutted the then- 

prevalent economic critique to find that “the skepticism in the economic litera ture is overstated” 

 

32 Ma rga ret Ja ne Ra din, Market-Inalienability, 100(8) HARV. L. REV. 1849, 1864 (1987). 

33 Id., a t 1877-87. 

34 WESTIN, supra note 7, a t 7. 
35 Da niel J. Solove, Privacy and Power: Computer Databases and Metaphors for Information Privacy, 53 STAN. L. REV. 1393, 
1447 (2001). 
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and that while the economic vision that better access to information promotes market 

tran sac tion s remain ed  true ,3 6  the re  were  impo rtan t effic iency -b ased  reasons to  p ro tec t p rivacy  as  

property through default contractual rules rather than setting up default rules in favour of  

disc lo sure.3 7  Ano ther ex amp le  of  su ch  defau lt ru les was fo rward ed  by  Pamela  Samuelson, in  the  

form of an analogy with the default rules surrounding trade secrecy:38 

“Trade secrecy law facilitates transactions in information while at the same time 

providing default rules to govern uses and disclosures of protected information and 

setting minimum standards of acceptable commercial practice. Information privacy 

rights, like trade secrecy rights, can be based on contractual agreements, on conduct 

between the parties from which it is reasonable to infer that information was 

disclosed in confidence and use and disclosure beyond those purposes is wrongful, 

on the use of improper means to get the information.” 

Significantly, the proposal hinges on the ability to licence out personal information to specific 

persons for specific uses and to prohibit uses that are not so permitted (i.e. “limited purposes”). 

This, as we shall see later, is a form of regulation linked more with use than with transfer rights 

and is the structure of more modern forms of data protection. Equally significant though is her 

view that trade secrecy could not be freely treated as a question of “property” given certain 

charac te ristics th a t rela te  it to  “conf id en tia l understand in gs”  and  “unfa ir co mp etition  law” . 3 9 Th e  

problem with resorting to default rules in contract law is, of course, that the rules only bind the 

parties to the contract and are not applicable, as is the case with property law, to the world at  

large (this is the problem of “privity”).40 

Vera Bergelson engages with the appropriate choice of systems more explicitly, finding that 

between the existing regimes of tort and property law, torts focused too much on secrecy, 

allo wed  on ly  fo r n ega tiv e righ ts preven tin g encroach men t ra the r than  affirmative  righ ts a llo win g  

for control, and relied too much on case-by-case enforcement rather than the general 

app licab ility  of pro perty righ ts to affirmative  con trol ov er a ll fo rms of  information, regard less of  

secrecy. Her analysis also touches briefly upon the merits of a property regime based on the 

Calabresi-Melamed formulation. However, it relies on the idea that property systems are less 

36 See, for insta nce, Jerry Ka ng, Information Privacy in Cyberspace Transactions 50 STAN. L. REV. 1193, 1218 (1998), 
(citing George J. Stigler, An Introduction to Privacy in Economics and Politics, 9 J. OF LEGAL STUD. 623, 628-33 (1980)). 

37 Richa rd S. Murphy, Property Rights in Personal Information: An Economic Defense of Privacy, 84 GEO. L.J. 2381, 2383-84 
(1996). 

38 Pa mela  Sa muelson, Privacy as Intellectual Property? 52(5) STAN. L. REV. 1125, 1152 (2000). 

39 Id., a t 1153-55. 

40 LESSIG, supra note 5, a t 230; Solove, Conceptualizing Privacy, supra note 11, a t 1113; Richa rds, supra note 10, a t 1165- 
81. 
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intrusive and are to be treated as efficient generally with liability rules being the exception. 

Significant in the choice is her argument that it would be difficult to establish the quantum of 

harm beyond a very negligible amount, if enforcement of privacy were to be on the basis of 

tort.41 

Jerry Kang provides a detailed account of the problem of informational privacy particularly in  

the context of digital transactions and favours propertisation by forwarding what he refers to as 

“the market solution”. He accepts that there cannot be any automatic presumption of property  

rights given that an individual and the collector of her data may have engaged in some “joint  

production” of the personal data database in the possession of the collector.42 He also makes an 

important point in arguing that informational privacy may be a “public good”:43 

“A public good has the qualities of non-rivalrous consumption and difficulty in 

excluding non-paying beneficiaries. Information often has these qualities to some 

extent, and personal data generated in cyberspace are no exception. Indeed, the 

digita lised  env iron men t p ro mo tes non -riva lrous con su mp tion —because cop ies a re  as 

good as the original—and makes exclusion harder because information is collected 

and shared cheaply.” 

At the same time, he distinguishes between the results of a difficulty in “exclusion” in cases like 

intellectual property and the situation with informational privacy. Ordinarily, a public good can 

result in a “free-rider” problem where individuals enjoy the property without paying for it if it is 

difficult to exclude access. The resultant underproduction may form the economic rationale for 

intellectual property, but it does not have the same result with privacy:44 

“First, increased production of copyrightable materials may be an unmitigated good, 

but increased production of personal information is decidedly mixed. In particular, it 

th rea tens ind iv idu a l p rivacy. Second, the  like lihood  of u nderp roduc tion  is uncerta in.  

Personal information is jointly produced by an individual and the information 

collector interacting in cyberspace. The individual does not spend any resources for 

the express purpose of generating personal data; instead, the data are generated as an 

unavoidable by-product of cyberspace activity.” 

Exclusion can nonetheless be made possible by data security and contractual norms. These 

 

41 Vera  Bergelson, It’s Personal but Is It Mine? Toward Property Rights in Personal Information 37 UC DAVIS L. REV. 379, 

414-419 (2003) 

42 Ka ng, supra note 36, a t 1246. 
43 Id., a t footnote 237. 

44 Id. 
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differences with intellectual property inspire Lessig to argue that property protection should be 

strict when it comes to privacy:45 

“Intellectual property, once created, is non-diminishable. The more people who use 

it, the more society benefits. The bias in intellectual property is thus, properly, 

towards sharing and freedom. Privacy, on the other hand, is diminishable. The more 

people who are given license to tread on a person’s privacy, the less that privacy 

exists. In this way, privacy is more like real property than it is like intellectual 

property. No single person’s trespass may destroy it, but each incremental trespass 

diminishes its value by some amount.” 

Both Kang and Lessig concede at various points, that there are imperfections to a market in 

personal data. For Kang, privacy is subject to a number of non-market perceptions that make it a 

human value or a “civil or human right” that we may not “comfortably peddle away in the 

mark e tp lace.” 4 6 Ho wever, he  hesita tes to  tu rn to  ina lienab ility  as the  app rop ria te app roach  as th is  

would risk “surrendering control over information privacy to the state.”47 Like Kang, Lessig is 

interested in the propertisation of personal information because of the control it vests and 

because of the subjective valuation that it promotes, one that Lessig says is implicit in the 

divergence in concern towards privacy that individuals have.48 Lessig also agrees that there are 

high  tran sac tion  costs when  it co mes to digita l transac tions re la ted  to priv acy : ind iv idu als do  no t  

disp lay the ab ility to eva lua te the  risk s they  undertake to  bear by agree in g to  p rivacy  p o lic ies and  

notices. While such high transaction costs may suggest a move from property rules to liability 

rules, Lessig differs: in keeping with his general assertion that “code” and technological 

infrastructure can serve the purposes of legal architecture, he argues with McGeveran in favour 

of techno lo gica l in te rven tio ns lik e  Pro grammed  Priv acy  Pro mises  (P3 P), p ro toco l tha t can  serve  

to lower transaction costs by intermediating between the individual and the service provider, 

co mmun ica tin g priv acy  con cerns effec tive ly , and  trea tin g th e accep tan ce  of th e  resu ltan t ta ilored  

offer as a contract.49 

B. Problems with Personal Data Propertisation 

Critic s have been equally strident regardin g the problems with propertisa tion of personal data. A 
 

 

45 LESSIG, supra note 5, a t 231. 

46 Ka ng, supra note 36, a t 1266. 

47 Id a t 1266-68. 

48 LESSIG, supra note 5, a t 231. 
49 Id a t 228-231; Willia m McGevera n, Programmed Privacy Promises: P3P and Web Privacy Law, 76(6) N.Y.U L. REV. 
1813, 1843 (2001). 
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key problem is the concern that unlike intellectual property, which creates property rights in 

fixed and tangible expressions of ideas, an extension to personal data would create a property 

right in facts: “The complexity of personal information is that it is both an expression of the self 

as well as a set of facts, a historical record of one's behaviour.”50 An important consequence of 

property rights in personal data is that it ignores very significant questions on the utility of facts 

about an individual in engaging with the person at all. In a society of existing and growing 

interaction, solitude and control over access are certainly important, but one cannot be expected 

to interact with individuals if we are to know absolutely nothing about them unless they choose 

to let us know. This concern attains significance when it comes to the free speech implications 

of, say, a whistle-blower being restricted from declaring personal information for an important 

public purpose. But it can be important to varying degrees for any kind of interaction. 

Neil M. Rich ards argues tha t the re a re impo rtan t ways in wh ich many p rivacy restric tions a re  no t  

speech restric tion s  and  tha t even  wh ere  priv acy  restric ts  d isc lo sure, th e infrin gemen t may  no t b e  

of “protected speech” and would in any case be subject to rational basis review that may easily 

be met by privacy proponents.51 This would be a nuanced way of balancing privacy and free 

speech and would involve distinguishing between types of speech. Property rights in personal 

information, on the other hand, are more invasive of free speech. Diane Zimmerman notes, for 

examp le , tha t trea tin g info rmation  as p roperty  tend s to neu tra lise  Fir st Amend men t a rgu men ts in  

the  Un ited Sta tes (as with  in te llec tua l pro perty righ ts). 52  In th e Ind ian con tex t, ra th er than  def end  

informational privacy against free speech criticisms through a property dynamic, it would be 

important to note that the right to privacy generally has been recognised as running across 

concepts like inviolate personality, liberty and even free speech, without any reliance on the 

concept of property.53 As the property rubric does not does not form the basis of privacy, 

restrictions with free speech should be justified in a different manner than is done with 

intellectual property. 

A further problem with assigning ownership to personal data, as discussed previously, emerges 

as a result of joint creation of the personal data itself or in the compilation of datasets that 

derives value from each piece of data included in it.54 Similar issues emerge when we consider 

that the degree of control that we may seek to grant in relation with personal information can 

 
50 Solove, Conceptualizing Privacy, supra note 11, a t 1113. 

51 Richa rds, supra note 10, a t 1165-81. 
52 Dia ne Leenheer Zimmerma n, Information As Speech, Information As Goods: Some Thoughts on Marketplaces and the Bill of 
Rights, 33(3) WM & MARY L. REV. 665, 665-72 (1992). 

53 Justice K.S. Putta swa my (Retd.) v. Union of India , (2017) 10 SCC 1. 

54 Solove, Conceptualizing Privacy, supra note 11, a t 1113. 
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vary  wild ly when it co mes to  type of  information in question. For instance , a  pe rso n may  wan t to  

retain strict control over her health records or information regarding sexual orientation but may 

be perfectly a t ease  d isc lo sin g h er p rofession a l creden tia ls or edu ca tion al sta tus. Th e fac t th a t we  

acco rd d iffe ren t degrees of p rivacy  to d iffe ren t aspec ts of o ur lives certain ly milita tes aga in st any  

broad grant of property status to all personal information.55 However, even in relation with data 

that is considered sensitive, propertisation appears to be counterproductive. Barbara J. Evans 

argues convincingly that in the case of health data rules in the United States, the existing 

framework is very similar to what patients would enjoy if they were explicitly protected by a 

property rule, and yet the grounds available to make non-consensual use of such data are so 

similar in varying regimes that it would suggest that property is not the right mode at all.56 She 

instead suggests that the rules tend to take on features of “pliability rules”:57 

“Pliability, or pliable, rules are contingent rules that provide an entitlement owner 

with property rule or liability rule protection as long as some specified condition 

obtains; however, once the relevant condition changes, a different rule protects the 

entitlemen t —  e ithe r liab ility  o r p roperty , as th e  c ircu mstan ces dic ta te . Pliab ility  ru les,  

in other words, are dynamic rules, while property and liability rules are static.” 

“Pliability rules” depart from the strict categories of “property” and “liability”, allowing for  

things to be subject to different rules when certain conditions are met. For example, a property 

right like a patent, ordinarily transferable only on consent, may be transformed into a liability  

rule involving legally determined fees when the conditions for compulsory licensing are met.  

What this means for Evans is that a default rule of consent-based data access rules can shift to 

non-consensual access under specified circumstances. This in itself is a very significant insight 

regard in g th e n a ture of info rmationa l p rivacy ru les, b ut she  furth er bu ttresses these  f ind in gs with  

the prescription that such rules should draw upon a long tradition of “successful American  

inf rastru cture regu lation” , becau se th e question of o wnersh ip is simp ly a  misgu ided one . Evan s is  

referring here to the manner in which aggregated personal data datasets can serve as a kind of 

public inf rastru c ture fo r th e conduc t of v ario us useful ac tiv ities tha t a re made  impo ssib le  withou t  

the  c rea tion  of these d a tase ts. She  a rgues tha t “ [a ] majo r cha llen ge in twen ty -first cen tury p rivacy  

law and research ethics will be to come to terms with the inherently collective nature of  

knowledge generation in a world where large-scale informational research is set to play a more 

 

 

55 Id., a t 1114. 

56 Ba rba ra  J. Eva ns, Much Ado About Data Ownership 25(1) HARV. J. L. AND TECH. 69, 77-86 (2011). 

57 Abra ha m Bell & Gideon Pa rchomovsky, Pliability Rules, 101(1) M ICH. L. REV. 1, 5 (2002). 
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prominent role.”58 Medical research datasets are thus of interest to the public at large. These 

arguments are linked with what we have already seen: that individual control over personal data 

can be an ill-fitting paradigm when we are confronted with the importance of some datasets and 

the bias and reduction in statistica l accuracy of the dataset when a person refuses to participa te:5 9 

“Many important types of informational research must be done collectively with 

la rge , inc lusive  da tase ts. An ind iv idu al’s wish no t to p artic ipa te , pe rh aps mo tiva ted by  

privacy concerns, potentially places other human beings at risk and undermines 

broader public interests—for example, in public health or medical discovery—in 

which the individual shares. Existing regulations lack tools to resolve this complex 

dilemma.” 

Accordingly, she argues that “[t]he right question is not who owns health data but instead, the  

deba te  sh ou ld be abou t app ropriate pub lic  uses of priv a te  da ta  and  ho w b est to  fac ilita te  these  u ses  

wh ile adequ a te ly  pro tec tin g ind iv idu a ls’ in te rests.” 60  Once  aga in, we see  tha t the  spec if ica tion  of  

the particular “public use” or purpose is an important step to striking a balance between public 

and private interest. 

C. Indeterminacy , Informatio n Asymmetry, and Inalienability 

In addition to this array of reasons to avoid propertisation as well as ignore the question 

altogether, four additional reasons may be supplied: 

First, it is wo rth consid erin g the d iff icu ltie s c rea ted by th e inde terminacy of th e sta tus of p erson a l  

data as personal. Copyright zeroes in on tangible and fixed expressions and the existence of the 

copyrightable material in some form lends itself to propertisation. On the other hand, the law 

has at best a loose hold on the fixedness of “personal data”. For data to be personal data, the 

person to whom it relates must be “identifiable”. For one matter, attempts at de-identification or 

anonymisation (the removal of personal characteristics from personal data so as to mask it or 

make it non-personal) can be met with a bewildering range of tools by which re-identification is 

made possible, reverting the status of the data back to personal data.61 What is more, the best 

attempts at ascertaining the incidence of personal data nonetheless stress on the importance of 

the possibility of identification by aggregation and the consequent significance of the identity of 

 
 

58 Eva ns, supra note 56, a t 76. 
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60 Id., a t 77. 

61  Jule s Po lonetsky et a l, Shades of Gray: Seeing the Full Spectru m of Data De -identification , 56(3 ) S ANT A CL AR A L. R E V. 
593, 594 (2016), see a lso Pa ul M. Sh wa rtz a nd Da niel So love, The PII Proble m: Privacy and a New Concept of Personally  
Identifiable Information, 86 N.Y.U. L.Q. REV. 1814 (2011). 
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the entity processing the data. Thus, the recitals to the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation 

(“EU GDPR”) state:62 

“To  de te rmin e wh e ther a n a tura l p erson  is iden tif iab le , acco un t shou ld  be  taken  of a ll  

the means reasonably likely to be used, such as singling out, either by the controller 

or by another person to identify the natural person directly or indirectly. To ascertain 

wh e ther means a re reason ab ly lik ely to b e used to iden tify the  na tu ra l p e rson , accoun t  

should be taken of all objective factors, such as the costs of and the amount of time 

required for identification, taking into consideration the available technology at the 

time of the processing and technological developments.” 

Thus, to de termine whe ther so me d a ta is pe rson a l d ata, legal inqu iry  must en te r in to th e qu estio n  

of how that data can be combined with other data to identify a person and in assessing this  

crite rion , wo u ld look  in to “ th e means reasonab ly  like ly to be  used” b y the  re levan t pe rson. Given  

the set of “objective factors” listed, it should also appear that what is personal data in the hands 

of some entity or person may not be personal data in the hands of another, simply because the  

latter does not have the means to effectuate the identification. This indeterminacy regarding the 

easily modifiable status of personal data and the dependence on circumstances means that,63 

while “property” rules are possible to imagine, they make for an ill fit given that the dynamic  

nature of their incidence can give rise to harms without knowledge and by accident. 

Second, arguments in favour of propertisation tend to underestimate the deeply rooted 

info rmation  asy mmetry  underly in g the  fa ilu re  in th e p ersona l da ta mark e t. 6 4 To  pu t it b rief ly, the  

two transacting parties each hold some relevant sets of information that is appropriate to the 

optimal transaction and allocation of rights. The identified individual, for example, has the best 

access to information regarding which of their aspects they would like to keep private or restrict 

access to  and  under wha t c ircu mstan ces. Th is se lf -kno wled ge  regard in g the ir privacy  p refe ren ces  

can b e con siderably de ta iled and con tex tu a l, and th e ir willin gn ess to represen t th is information in  

the form of broad prohibitions or permissions can, in many circumstances, simply be inaccurate 

classifications. For example, a general permission to use location data may fail to account for 

various specific situations in which that location data can come to be combined with the location 

data of other persons one has met or visits of a sensitive nature to particular places. A general 

 
 

62 Recita l 26, Europea n Union Genera l Da ta  Protection Regula tion, Regula tion (EU) 2016/679. 

63 Da ta  Protection Working Pa rty, Opinion 4/2007 on the Concept of Personal Data, European Commission, June 20, 2007, 
art. 29. 

64 See George A. Akerlof, The Market for “Lemons”: Quality Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism, 84(3) THE Q. J. OF 
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prohibition, on the other hand, can be too restrictive of providing access to other parties. These 

entities that gain access to personal data themselves have information important to the 

tran sac tion : spec if ic  information regard in g particu la r purposes of p rocessin g th e d a ta , p articu la r  

parties to whom it may be transferred, particular pieces of other data with which this data may 

come to be combined etc. All of this is relevant to determine how the privacy of an identified 

individual may be affected. 

The law may require disclosures, as it usually does for information asymmetries, but this runs  

into considerable problems: the individual would not want to disclose the specific facts about 

them that they deem private and is likely to cloak permissions in broad categories, while the  

entity processing the data may make detailed disclosures but this may be very difficult if not 

impossible for the individual to go through given the number of digital or information-based 

interactions they are undertaking and the complexity of each. This is linked to the transaction- 

intensive nature of informational privacy regulation65 and is only likely to increase with the 

complexity of processing activities in the age of Big Data and algorithmic processing. In Julie  

Cohen ’s astu te ana ly sis of  the  risk  and  information -o rien ted  regu la to ry  respon ses to  the  gro win g  

recognition of systemic threats, she finds:66 

“As soc ie ta l u nderstand in gs of  ha rm h ave  evo lv ed  to  enco mpass mo re  lon g -te rm an d 

systemic effec ts of deve lop ment, regu la to ry methodo lo gies hav e evo lved  as well. Th e  

con tempo rary  too lk it in c ludes con struc ts orien ted  to ward  measu rin g, demon stra tin g,  

and responding to harms that are nascent and systemic, and those constructs are 

themselves predominantly informational. As threatened future harms have become 

more abstract, diffuse, and technologically complex, disputes about appropriate 

regulatory response have become struggles for control over the modelling and 

representation of systemic threats and over the burden of proof required to justify 

regulatory actions.” 

The probabilistic and diffused nature of certain kinds of privacy harms is an important aspect of 

study relevant to data protection, with one scholar distinguishing “subjective” and “objective”  

privacy harms and even analogising them with assault and battery respectively (the former is an 

apprehension or threat of the latter).67 These informational considerations mean that individuals 

have considerably reduced abilities to safeguard themselves against harm through privacy self- 

 

65 Suya sh Ra i, Response on the White Paper of the Committee of Experts on a Data Protection Framework for India, 3-5, 
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management. This situation is considerably aggravated by the opposite of information 

asymmetry, in the form of transaction costs created by an abundance of information. This is  

caused by what is variously called “infoglut”68 or informational overload and the consequent 

occurrence of “consent fatigue” due to which individuals find themselves with a surplus of  

material making it difficult for them to identify points of information relevant to their choices.69 

Some of these informational constraints may be possible to intermediate away through 

technology but one may be pessimistic that the essential asymmetry created by privacy 

preferences can be eliminated. In any case, one may consider the possibility of propertisation to 

the extent of the removal of transaction costs but make room for other legal systems to  

supplement it. 

Third, a crucial distinction exists between personal data and other things that have been 

considered under the property rubric. This difference lies in the conceptual core of “personal 

data”: the idea that the person to whom the data relates should be identifiable. This criterion is 

essential to attain the protection of the law, and this is not accident. Data protection provides 

remedies to the identified or identifiable individual precisely because the person is identified or 

identifiable. If they were not, the kinds of harms to liberty, personhood and intimacy that 

informational privacy is aimed at protecting against would not be at play and protection would 

not be necessary. Here, the market logic comes under incredible strain: when referring to the 

“tran sfe rab ility”  of p erson al da ta as prop erty, we  hav e had und er con sidera tio n no t just the  in itia l  

transfers of personal data from the individual to one entity, but onward transfers to further 

entities and disclosures of varying degrees of publicity. While one can still conceive of some 

forms of consensual transfers in the instance of primary markets, when onward transfers in 

secondary markets become even slightly numerous, it is highly unlikely that the individual can 

have  mean in gful info rmation  and  foreseeab ility  regard in g th e o utco mes. 7 0  In th e econo mic  v iew,  

transactions in the secondary market for personal data can be either considered to suffer from 

information asymmetry because of the difficulty of maintaining oversight, or perhaps it can be 

treated as a negative externality in which the identified individual has somehow become a third 

party  suffe rin g d ue to  the marke t tran sac tions of the  primary partie s, the  buyers and  se lle rs of he r  

personal data. This begs the question: how is there to be any meaningful market regulation 

68 MARK ANDREJEVIC, INFOGLUT: HOW TOO MUCH INFORMATION  IS CHANGING THE WAY WE THINK AND 

KNOW  (Routledge , 2013). 
69  Da nie l Solove, Privacy  Self-management  and the  Consent Di le mma , 126  H AR V. L. R E V. 1880, (2013);  B. W. Sche rmer et  
a l, The crisis  of consent: how stronger legal protection may lead to weaker consent in data protection , 16(2) ET HICS AND I NF O. 
TECH., 171-182 (2014). 

70  Pa tricia  Mell, Seeking Shade in a Land of Perpetual Sunlight: Privacy As Property in the Electronic Wildern ess, 11(1) 
BERKELEY TECH. L. J. 1, 5-6 (1996). 
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witho ut con siderin g th e ind iv idu a l to h ave an ina lienab le  righ t in he r p e rson a l da ta? Th is lead s u s  

to the final point. 

Fourth, inalienability is an irreducible component of informational privacy and the grant of an 

inalienable right in a thing is incompatible with most conceptions of property rights. Following 

considerations in the EU of the problem of the exchange of digital services and content for  

personal data, the practice came to be permitted but the idea that personal data was somehow to 

be considered “counter-performance” or a “commodity” was explicitly rejected:71 

“Digital content or digital services are often supplied also where the consumer does 

not pay a price but provides personal data to the trader. Such business models are 

used in different forms in a considerable part of the market. While fully recognising 

that the protection of personal data is a fundamental right and that therefore personal 

data cannot be considered as a commodity, this Directive should ensure that 

consumers are, in the context of such business models, entitled to contractual 

remedies. Union law on the protection of personal data provides for an exhaustive 

list of legal grounds for the lawful processing of personal data.” 

No tio ns of info rmatio na l priv acy  emb edded  in to  mod ern  d a ta  privacy  laws thus tend to  v iew the  

right in light of its recognition as a fundamental right, as it has been in India. In advising that 

India follow the EU route for a strong, comprehensive legislation instead of the US 

sectoral/self-regulatory route to data protection regulation, Graham Greenleaf points out the 

significance of privacy being a fundamental right:72 

“The position in India is in general principle the same as the EU: privacy is a 

fundamental inalienable right, with the ability of governments to derogate from it 

requiring considerable justification [Data protection in India] will have to meet 

standards approximating those of EU laws if it is to constitute the background 

environment within which particular legislative interferences with privacy can be 

justified.” 

This does, of course, depend on the extent to which one sees fundamental rights like privacy  

bein g app licab le in the  con tex t of the ac tiv itie s  of p riva te  en titie s, e ithe r d irec tly  o r in  the  f orm of  

a duty of the state to intervene and protect individuals from such entities.73 This concern with 

 

71 Recital 24, Directive (EU) 2019/770 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2019 on certain 
aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content and digital services. 

72 Gra ha m Greenlea f, Data Protection: A Necessary Part of India’s Fundamental Inalienable Right of Privacy –  Submission on the 
White Paper of the Committee of Experts on a Data Protection Framework for India , 4 UNSW L. RES . Pa per No. 18-6 (2018). 

73 See Stephen Ga rdba um, The “Horizontal Effect” of Constitutional Rights, 102(3) M ICH. L. REV. 387, (2003) (For 
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inalienability has, however, an important corollary for the purposes of the present inquiry. It is 

fundamentally incompatible with property. Solove recognises the importance of maintaining 

inalienable rights in personal data, but for some reason suggests: “Inalienability rules do not  

necessarily have to limit a person’s ability to disclose or sell certain information; nor must they 

limit many forms of information collection.”74 On the other hand, Jessica Litman is clear 

regarding the essential features of a property regime:75 

“The raison d’être of property is alienability; the purpose of property laws is to 

prescribe the conditions for transfer. Property law gives owners control over an item 

and the ability to sell or license it. We deem something property in order to facilitate 

its transfer. If we don’t intend the item to be transferred, then we needn’t treat it as 

property at all. If we do intend to encourage its sale, a property model does the job 

admirably. Thus, we have resorted to the property model for intangible interests 

when we want to make it easy to sell them. Intellectual property is the paradigmatic 

example. The concept of alienable ownership rights in personal data is disturbing, 

because the opportunities to alienate are ubiquitous.” 

These arguments should be persuasive that there are a number of problems with the complete  

propertisation of personal data. As described at length above, these problems are not just 

descriptive issues regarding what can be called “property” at all, but also normative issues 

hinging on the impact of propertisation on both economic efficiency as well as other values  

related to personhood. The reader would now be concerned to know that if data protection rules 

are not to be considered property rules, then what are they to be considered at all? Are they only 

liab ility  ru les?  Do es th e  regime  hav e  a ll the  fea tures of  ina lienab ility?  A limited  a ttemp t to  answer  

this question shall be made below. 

IV. DATA PROTECTION AS A HYBRID SYSTEM 

Presently, the European model for data protection constitutes a global model for modern data 

protection law, with a number of other jurisdictions emulating or altogether mirroring its 

framework.76 India’s own steps in the form of the Srikrishna Draft Bill and the 2019 Bill also 

 

stud ies to the “ho rizo nta l” a pp lica bility of funda menta l rights); Ma rk Tu shne t , The issue of state a ct ion/horizontal effe ct in  
comparative constitutional law, 1(1 ) I NT ’L J. CONS T . L., 79-98 (2003); S TEP HE N GAR DB A UM , Horizontal Ef fect, in THE  

OXFORD HANDBOOK OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION (Oxford U. Press, 2016), at Chapter 33; Also See, Society 
for Un-aided Private Schools of Rajasthan v. Union of India (2012) 6 SCC 1, Para 126, 159 and 222. 

74 Solove, Privacy and Power, supra note 35, a t 1455. 

75  Jessica  Litma n, Information Privacy/Information Property, 52 STAN . LAW . REV. 1283, 1295-96, 1299 (2000). 
7 6  Gre en lea f, supra  note  72 , a t 3 -4 , (Gre en lea f refe rs to  the  a doption  of the EU’s 1995  Direct ive , the  precu rso r to  the  
GDPR: “The White Paper observes ‘that there are two distinct models in the field of data protection’ (an EU 
model, and a US model), and that the ‘EU model appears to be the preferred mode in several countries who have 
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follow in the trail European experience. And this has been a considerable experience, given that 

about two and a half decades of enforcement history has passed since the EU’s 1995 Directive 

on the subject was brought into force. It is this model of data protection law that the present 

inquiry is aimed at better understanding. 

As the perceptive reader would have no doubt noted, most of the foregoing analysis has been 

info rmed  by  American sch ola rsh ip . Th is litera tu re  has b een  su rv eyed  and  systematised above  fo r 

a good reason: the analytical power of some of the tools in the interdisciplinary toolbox of this 

scholarship is equally effective even in making sense of the European system. Indeed, the more 

complex the statutory regime devised by Europe, the more useful the American toolkit can be. 

The interdisciplinary nature of much of the discourse, particularly the insights of economic 

analysis, makes particularly deep inroads especially when dealing with questions of law and 

policy. And th is is p rec ise ly  the ju nc tu re we are a t: th e law is ill eq u ipped to au ton o mously  co me  

up with  reasons fo r the  cho ice  be tween  p roperty , liab ility  an d  ina lien ab ility  ru les. Constitu tion a l  

adjudication with broad terms may reach conclusions regarding the status of an interest as a 

fundamental right, but it would be overambitious to consider that existing case law would 

so meho w emp loy metapho ric  reason in g to grasp  particu larly  slippery concep ts withou t the  a id  of  

existing legal rules.77 One may consider how intellectual property first came to be classified as a 

kind of property. Faced with a similar situation, we must consider the existing legal categories 

but apply to them our understanding from other fields like economics and philosophy. 

A. The Categorisation of Rules in Data Protection Law 

A key structural feature of data protection law, and the feature of most interest to us, is a  

principle called “lawfulness”.78 This may appear a bit redundant given that all legal rules are 

aimed at determining lawfulness, but the GDPR uses this terminology in a particular way. The 

lawfulness of processing is determined by a set of what is called “grounds” or “legal bases” that 

 

adopted data protection legislations recently’. This is a  considerable understatement and a misunderstanding. Over 
120 countries have now enacted data privacy laws that meet or exceed the ‘1st generation’ standard of the 1980s 
OECD Guidelines and Council of Europe Convention 108. Of the 67 of these 120 countries outside Europe their 
average implementation of the ten ‘2nd Generation’ ‘European’ principles (i.e. those in the EU Directive of 1995 
that go beyond the OECD Guidelines), is at least 6/10 principles. That also applies to those countries outside 
Europe with the highest GDP, with a  privacy law. The reality, therefore, is that the current global standard of data 
privacy laws even outside Europe, is closer to the EU Directive than the OECD Guidelines. The US, with no 
general data privacy laws, is completely out of step with the rest of the world. There is one global standard – and 
then there is the US, increasingly isolated.”). 
77  See  Chris Rideout, Penu mbral Thinking Revisited : Metaphor in  Legal  Argu mentation , 7  LE GAL COM M UNIC AT ION & 

RHE T OR IC: JALWD 155 (2010); Steven L. Winter, Transcendental Nonsense, Metaphoric Reasoning, and the Cognitive Stakes 
for Law, 137 UNIV. OF PA. L. REV. 1105, (1989). 
78 Article 5, Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of The European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the 
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, 
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (hereinafter, EU-General Data Protection Regulation). 
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an entity processing the personal data can rely on. These grounds are listed out in the GDPR in 

Article 6 and in India’s 2019 Bill at Clause 11 and Chapter III. In both these instruments, the 

lega lity  of  processin g is de termined  by  p rov id in g p rocessin g en titie s with  a  multip lic ity  of  op tion s  

and, at the enforcement stage, by assessing whether the conditions in any of those options have 

been  sa tisf ied  so  as to  ju stify th e  legality  of the  p rocessin g. The  gro unds run  a lon g the  same lines:  

they include consent, the compliance with some law other than the data protection law, the 

performance of the function of the state or some public authority, the safeguarding of some vital 

interest in the event of an emergency, and a residual ground of legitimate or reasonable 

purposes. 

The grounds for determining the lawfulness forms the backbone of these data protection 

instruments because these rules determine when the processing of personal data by someone 

other than the identified individual is legal or not. These grounds are of particular interest to us 

because “processing” includes mere storage or possession of personal data.79 Possession of 

personal data is attained, in most contexts, simply by observation and thus the legality of  

possession presupposes the legality of the transfer of the personal data to the processing entity. 

On e may reca ll tha t the Ca labresi-Melamed mod e l su ggests tha t we trea t a  ru le a s a p roperty ru le  

if  it pe rmits sub jec tive  v a lua tion  b efore  a llo win g any  tran sfe r and  we  trea t it a s a  liab ility  ru le  if  it 

allo ws fo r tran sfer withou t exp lic it pe rmission  bu t impo ses a collec tive ly -d e te rmined p ena lty on  

the transferee in the form of an objective valuation of liability. Personal data seems to transfer 

with little friction, and it may appear that possession is the subject of analysis, but this does not 

prevent us from applying the model. What may immediately be noted is that the optionality 

created by the “grounds” system for determining legality includes within it the ability to 

consensually transfer and permit use of personal data as well as the permissibility of non- 

consensual transfer and use. Indeed, to mark the difference, Chapter III of the 2019 Bill is titled 

“Grounds for processing of personal data without consent”. 

One could thus say that because the same thing (personal data) is at the same time capable of  

being transferred non-consensually as well as on the basis of consent, the transfer is at least 

sometimes on the basis of the subjective valuation of the identified individual and her interest in 

personal data is at least partially protected by a property rule. Just as with a property right, the 

individual exercises control over the personal data and has the right to grant or refuse to grant 

use of the data to others. However, we are then confronted with a further issue: even after 

permitting the individual to transfer the right of usage of her personal data to other persons, data 

 

79 Artic le 4(2), EU-Gene ra l Da ta  Protection Regula tion, a nd cla use 3(31), 2019 Bill. 
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protection law does not seem to have extinguished her rights in her data. This is in evidence as a 

result of a number of rules. The first rule deals with the validity of consent. To allow for a 

transfer to be treated as consensual at all, data protection law requires that the consent be 

capable of being withdrawn.80 The second set of rules are what are called the “data subject 

rights”, rights that allow the identified individual to continue to exercise some degree of control 

over the personal data by confirming that it is with an entity, accessing it, correcting and 

updating it, restricting its disclosure, erasing it, or even requiring that it be transferred to a 

different entity.81 A third and even broader set of rules relate to the variety of entitlements that 

emerge across the provisions in these instruments as correlatives to the duties imposed on the 

entity processing the data. Broadly, these rights deal with transparency, accountability and 

secu rity , bu t spec ifica lly  they  arise  as en titlemen ts b ecau se  the  p ro cessin g en tity  is  under re la ted  

duties to carry out organisational measures, impact assessments, audits, record keeping, 

notifications in the event of data breaches and the setting up of grievance redressal units.82 

This wide swathe of control that the individual continues to exercise in personal data that they 

have willingly transferred over to someone else creates some conceptual confusion. On the one 

hand, these statutory rights do not appear to be capable of being waived and are for all intents 

and purposes, inalienable. The rule requiring that consent be capable of being withdrawn, at 

least, pertains to the validity of consent itself and waiving that right would almost certainly be 

contrary to the public policy of data protection law.83 However, unlike with other inalienable 

entitlements, the individual has been granted the ability to voluntarily transfer the right of use of 

their personal data on the basis of her subjective valuation as to the worth of the use as well as 

anything they may be getting in exchange. One does not ordinarily have the right to transfer 

things in which one has an inalienable entitlement and yet, perhaps due to the ability of data to 

be dup licated with ou t d imin ish men t, he re we h ave a th in g b e in g tran sfe rred free ly wh ile re ta in in g  

inalienable statutory interests in it. 

Equally baffling is the situation with the non-consensual grounds. As mentioned above, these 

grounds allow for the use of personal data without consent, for example for compliance with a 

law, the pe rformance  of sta te  func tion s, safeguard in g lif e an d limb  in the  ev en t of  an emergen cy,  

and a residua l legitimate o r reason ab le pu rpo ses. Here , the ind iv idua l is  give n n o righ t to a llo w or  

exclude usage of their personal data because their consent is not relevant to processing on these 

 

80 Artic le 7(3) EU-Gene ra l Da ta  Protection Regula tion a nd cla use 11(2)(e), 2019 Bill. 

81 Cha pter 3, EU-Gene ra l Da ta  Protection Regula tion, a nd cha pter V, 2019 Bill. 

82 Cha pter 4, EU-Gen era l Da ta  Protection Regula tion, a nd cha pter VI, 2019 Bill. 

83 Murlidhar Aggarwal v. State of Uttar Pradesh, (1974) 2 SCC 472. 
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grounds. On the other hand, the processing entity gains the ability to process the personal data 

and does not even have to pay any penalty for doing so. This means that the transfer is not on 

the basis of a liability rule. Does that make the right of the processing entity to use the personal 

data a property right? For one matter, grounds may only be invoked for what Kang would call a 

“functionally necessary” purpose84 and what Evans would call “appropriate public uses”.85 It is 

true that the grounds themselves constrain the potential uses to a limited set of uses that meet 

their criteria but the imposition of functional necessity equally emerges from the principle of 

“purp ose  limita tion”  wh ich requ ires th a t pe rsona l da ta  a lways b e “co llec ted  for spec ified, exp lic it  

and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those 

purposes”.86 

Thus, the scope of a ground and the requirement of purpose limitation both constrain the 

potential uses of the personal data. Limitations on the use and enjoyment of a thing may appear 

facially at odds with the idea of plenary control over property, but they are easily reconcilable 

with certain forms of property such as licenses.87 What is more problematic in considering these 

rights to be property rights is the fact that processing entities can’t really alienate their 

entitlements either. Because the use implied by the non-consensual grounds is dependent on the 

carrying out of a “necessary” function, the question of alienation does not seem to arise as the 

situation of necessity cannot be transferred. 

Fina lly , it is wo rth mention in g tha t the v io la tio n of the ru les of func tion a l necessity o r any refusa l  

to abide by the inalienable entitlements of the identified individual results in liability for the 

infringing entity, both in terms of compensation as well as turnover-linked penalties determined 

on the basis of detailed criteria that include but do not limit themselves to the immediately 

observable or predictable quantum of harm.88 The pegging of these penalties to criteria other 

than harm should alleviate concerns that the assessment costs of finding the appropriate level of 

liability would be too high. The penalty seems to instead be linked to a form of deterrence 

related to the gravity of the violation through a multiplicity of linkages. 

B. Justifying Hybridisa tio n 

The discussion above shows that the rules under modern data protection law, personal data 

appears to be protected simultaneously by property, liability and inalienability rules. The 

 

84 Ka ng, supra note 36, a t 1265. 

85 Eva ns, supra note 56. 

86 Article 5(1)(b), EU-Gene ra l Da ta  Protection Regula tion. 
87 Sa muelson, supra n.38. 

88 Cla uses 57-61 a nd 63(4), 2019 Bill. 
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discussion that preceded the one immediately above also surveyed a range of reasons in favour 

all three rules, but found that the classification of a thing as being protected under one regime 

often militated against its being considered a subject of the other regime (e.g. property is 

ordinarily never inalienable). The immediate task then, is to assess whether the seeming 

ind ete rminacy  of the ca tegorisa tion  an swers our in itia l question : whe th er we can  ta lk  of pe rsona l  

data as the property of the person to whom it relates? 

The  prime focus of the  d istin c tions so  fa r h as been  the  Ca lab resi -Melamed c lassif ica tion . Th is is,  

ho wever, a  good  po in t to no te th a t the ir c lassif ication do esn ’t so  much  ca tego rise  th in gs as be in g  

regulated by different kinds of rules as it categorises rules as being part of different kinds of 

systems. This should be apparent from the fact that they do acknowledge that entitlements can 

be “mixed”:89 

“It should be clear that most entitlements to most goods are mixed. Taney's house 

may be protected by a property rule in situations where Marshall wishes to purchase 

it, by a liability rule where the government decides to take it by eminent domain, and 

by a rule of inalienability in situations where Taney is drunk or incompetent.” 

Perhaps this pithy but previously missed insight should be the end of all our travails? Why have 

previous inquiries spilled so much ink on the question if we can simply say that entitlements in 

personal data should be “mixed”? In the context of the rules discussed immediately above, 

perhaps an individual’s personal data is protected by a property rule where the processing entity 

seeks to invoke the individual’s consent, by a liability rule where it seeks to use her data non- 

consensua lly and  in a  func tiona lly  unnecessa ry way , and  by a ru le of in a lienability  where  it seek s  

to ignore the individual’s withdrawal of consent or request for a right such as that of 

confirmation or access? 

So me a lte rn a tives a re  wo rth  con siderin g, f ro m th e p rev ious d iscussion s regard in g the  ap pro priate  

usage of the Calabresi-Melamed classification: 

1. Ayres and  Ta lley ’s d iv ided  en titlemen ts :9 0  One  cou ld  we ll argue  tha t th e  p roperty  righ t has  

been divided up between the individual and the processing entity and that both parties 

now have liability rules constraining their behaviour. Neither owns the personal data but 

both are liable for doing things that may harm the other’s recognised interests in it. The 

processing entity is liable if it attempts to process non-consensually and without the 

justification of any recognised ground of processing. The individual may have to suffer 

 

89 Ca la bresi a nd Mela med, supra note 17, a t 1093. 

90 Ayres a nd Ta lley, supra note 23. 
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some consequence for not transferring personal data where a non-consensual ground 

exists for the processing entity to rely on but where the transfer depends on the 

individual’s action. This may be some penalty for non-disclosure under some other law, 

but that would involve the application of a distinct rule outside data protection. Should 

that not be considered part of the rule system determining the status of the entitlement? 

The liability may be the loss of the personal data itself, but this does not seem like a 

liability at all as the personal data was already legally required to be transferred and was 

the entitlement of the processing entity. No additional liability seems to be necessarily 

imposed on the individual for denying personal data to the entity. Perhaps it would be 

appropriate to impose such liability. 

2. Schroeder’s re jec tion o f the  c lassifica tion :9 1  One  cou ld su ggest tha t the  p roperty -liab ility - 

inalienability classification was flawed to start with and that three concepts were to be 

used simultaneously to define and limit entitlements without fixating on the conditions 

of transfer. There certainly seems to be some appeal in Schroeder’s argument that the 

Calabresi-Melamed classification focuses more on the conditions of transfer and 

possession and not so much on the quality of use or enjoyment. This would, for instance, 

explain how the model does not seem to provide a clear answer for a regime where the 

primary harm that is to be regulated is created by the unspecified use of personal data for 

purposes that are beyond the knowledge of the identified individual. Her own ability to 

enjoy informational privacy as opposed to her ability to transfer or possess her personal 

data becomes the focus here. 

3. Litman and unadulterated inalienability:92 A focus on the traditional boundaries of the 

concepts as opposed to the rehashed boundaries employed by Calabresi and Melamed  

may lead us to argue that a thing is indeed only capable of being property if it is fully  

alienable and that if it is inalienable we should not refer to it as property at all. The 

reliance on this conception may ignore Calabresi and Melamed’s interest in classifying 

types of rules rather than types of things but it would certainly help us answer questions 

on how we can translate our findings for an existing legal audience without disturbing 

their sensibilities. 

4. Bell and Parcho movsky’s pliability ru les :9 3 We may lastly trea t the  boundaries be tween  the  

categories to be porous (what Bell and Parchomovsky call “dynamic” pliability rules) or 

 

91 Schroeder, supra note 25. 

92 Litma n, supra note 75. 
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consider them to  be  overlapp in g (“simu ltaneou s”  p liab ility  ru les). A n u mber of ex amp les  

of such rules have been identified in the form of share ownership in mergers and 

acqu isition s, essen tia l fac ilitie s and  an titru st d amages, n u isan ce , copy righ ts, pa ten ts , th e  

fair use  do c trine, adverse p ossession  an d eminen t do main. In essen ce, th e ca tego risa tion s  

retain their meaning but their application to things is facilitated by pointing out that the 

protection of a thing by one type rule can change to protection by a different rule on the 

basis of a trigger, whether that trigger is the passage of time or the occurrence of a 

particular event. 

At this point, it is worth remembering the concerns that initially animated this inquiry. These 

concerns stemmed from the idea that referring to the right in a particular thing as a right to 

property could have considerable knock-on effects on how it is treated in relation with a variety 

of questions. A sobering realisation by the end of the analysis is that the occurrence of such 

knock-on effects is the result of broad categorisations of things in legal analysis as opposed to a 

mo re  spec if ic  and  nuanced  an a lysis th a t ca tego rises typ es of ru les and  app rec ia tes the  po ssib ility  

of their co-existence. The scourge of broad categorisation and metaphoric reasoning seems so 

prevalent that it seems not just the playground of unstudied laypeople but also equally the 

preserve of legalists with fixed notions of categories. It is worth recognising that this is an 

inherent problem with legalistic approaches, given that legal terms and concepts are often 

“devoid of all semantic reference”. One may imagine that the term “ownership” has some 

inherent meaning of its own, but it only serves to present a number of disparate relationships 

under one label (e.g. one can say without referring to the concept of “ownership”, that “if you 

purchase something you have the right to recover it from someone who takes it”). 94 This is 

essentially so for catch-all legal terms like “property” that serves to denote “bundles” of rights, 

but may also denote some specific rights. 

Calab resi and Melamed ’s a llo wance fo r “mix ed” en titlemen ts may  well refe r to th e d ifferen t ru les  

governing “Taney’s house” by different names, but this may not prevent legalists from finding 

that Taney’s relation with the house is essentially one of “property” for the purposes of more  

traditional legal determinations. What is true for terms like “property” can equally be true for  

te rms like  “ in a lienab ility ”, tyrann ically occupy in g the  en tire l ega l imagina tio n on  a ll q uestio ns of  

legal relations with personal data. For no reason other than to push our legal language forwards 

into more advanced and nuanced forms of reasoning and communication, it is appropriate that 

the entitlement of an individual in her personal data be referred to not as property, liability, or 

 

94 Alf Ross, Tû-Tû , 70(5) HAR V. L. REV. 812, 812-825 (1957). 
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ina lienab ility  bu t as a hyb rid of  the three : it is  a  da ta  p ro tec tio n righ t, a  su i g eneris  form of f lex ib le , 

dynamic protection that clearly fits the description of Bell and Parchomovsky’s pliability rules 

but with the addition of the essential elements of inalienability. 

V. CONCLUSION: RHETORIC REDUX 

This article began on a note of frustration. This frustration originated in the use of legal terms 

like  “p roperty ” loo se ly  in the  con tex t of da ta  pro tec tion  with little regard  to th e po ten tia l d amage  

this could do in the long run to the actual development of the law itself. 

To assist in justifying the rejection of such propertisation, the second section analysed the 

seminal three-way distinction of Calabresi and Melamed between property, liability and 

inalienability as well as the justifications for choosing one form of legal entitlement over the 

other. The criterion of transaction costs was identified as a crucial consideration in the choice 

between the three: property rights may be foregone for liability rights if market valuations were 

costlier to arrive at as compared to objective, collective valuations. At the same time, variations 

on this premise were examined, including assertions regarding over-emphasis on the magnitude 

of tran sac tions co sts and  under -emph asis on  the u tility liab ility  ru les. The  sec tion  a lso  con sidered  

criticism of the classification regarding the bias of the market paradigm in favour of transfer as 

well as the pernicious effects of commodification. 

The third section then provided an account of the idea of propertised  personal data by 

considering ideas related to contractual default rules, trade secrecy-like licenses, difficulties in 

assessing privacy harms, concerns regarding surrender of control to the state and the prospect of 

technological intermediation. These proposals were juxtaposed with concerns regarding the 

status of personal information as facts, conflict with the right to free speech, difficulties in 

allocation in the case of the joint production of data, the problem of degrees of privacy in types 

of pe rson a l d ata, the  p rob lems crea ted  by ind iv idua l con tro l in th e aggrega tion  of u sefu l d a tase ts,  

the insignificance of the ownership question in the face of the use question, the indeterminacy of 

the status of personal data as personal, intractable forms of information asymmetry, the 

irreduc ib ility  of  the  linkage  be tween  an  ind iv idu a l and  her pe rson a l da ta , and  the  inco mpatib ility  

of property rights with inalienability regimes. 

On the back of the descriptive and normative assertions in the previous sections, the fourth 

section proceeds to unpack the structure of modern data protection law as seen in the European 

model. After finding that the rules appear to simultaneously retain characteristics of property, 

liability and inalienability, the analysis arrives at the conclusion that the desire for strict 

categorisation is the source of the confusion and that no better antidote for this desire exists 
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than to promote flexibility by embracing a new category. Thus, what began as an attempt to 

channel discourse away from rhetoric has come to fix instead on a different kind of rhetoric. 

Hopefully, this journey of realisatio n has carried through to the experience of readers as well. 


